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Due to the increasing deployment of intermittent renewables, the residual load profile, as seen by the dis-
patchable generation units, becomes lower and more volatile. This paper introduces a new system plan-
ning model on a power plant resolution, taking into account technical operational constraints. The
objective of this model is to determine the optimal set of generation units, able to serve a given demand.
Two initial solutions are obtained; one from a classical screening curve model, and another from a model
using mixed integer linear programming (MILP). These initial solutions are perturbed and combined with
an operational model to validate and further improve the solution. The developed model complements
other models available from the literature, in its level of detail (power plant level and full year – hourly
time resolution) combined with a fast computation time (<1 h). The evolution of the optimal amount of
generation capacity as a function of the installed wind capacity is examined in a case study. As the share
of wind power increases in the portfolio, a shift takes place from base load generation towards mid and
peak load. This shift is triggered both by the lower demand and the increasing volatility. This demon-
strates that operational constraints of power plants (individual basis) have an important impact on the
configuration of the optimal generator set, and need being considered, especially at increasing rates of
intermittent renewables.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Worldwide, electricity generation systems are undergoing
major changes. The share of renewable energy sources (RES) is
growing significantly, mainly driven by growing concerns on global
warming and for reasons of strategic energy security. These RES,
however, often have an intermittent profile. Their output is pre-
dictable only to a limited extent, and it is variable, not or only in
a limited way dispatchable (e.g., wind turbines can be curtailed,
reducing their output). The impact of these RES on the system is
twofold: first, they reduce the residual load (i.e., the original load
with RES generation subtracted). Second, more flexibility is
required to deal with the higher variability of the residual load.
Hence, these effects need to be accounted for in power system
optimization [1–3].

Planning and operating of modern electric power systems com-
prehends several complex and interlinked tasks. These tasks can be
divided in three main groups, depending on the considered time
horizon. A first group includes long-term resource and equipment
planning which targets time ranges from one year to several
decades. Examples are investment planning, transmission and dis-
tribution planning and long range fuel planning. A second group
contains short-term operational scheduling and is used for time
intervals from several hours to a few weeks, or even year(s).
Examples are unit commitment (UC) scheduling, maintenance
and production scheduling and fuel scheduling. The last group
includes real time operations, which consider fractions of a second
to several minutes. Examples of real time operations are automatic
protection and dispatching. The focus of the present paper is on the
first and second group of models.

The main research questions of this paper are (1) to what extent
does the deployment of RES affect the optimal generation mix, and
(2) to what extent do technical operational constraints need being
accounted for in system planning models, to achieve meaningful
and reliable results. Hence, in this paper, a new electricity gen-
eration system planning model is developed, focusing on the inte-
gration of RES, and the corresponding required flexibility of
dispatchable generation. The objective is to integrate operational
constraints from short-term generation scheduling models into a
power system planning model. Specific focus is on the impact of
RES on lowering the residual demand on the one hand, and on
increasing the need for flexibility by a more variable residual load
profile, on the other hand (both creating a shift from base to mid
load and peak load). The developed model will further allow
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Nomenclature

Sets
I (index i) set of power plants
J (index j) set of time steps
L (index l) set of cost segments
P (index p) set of off line time steps
T (index t) set of technologies

Parameters
Ai fuel cost at minimum output [€/h]
ai constant coefficient of quadratic cost function [€/h]
bi first order coefficient of quadratic cost function

[€/MW/h]
ci second order coefficient of quadratic cost function

[€/MW2/h]
Dj demand [MW]
Fi;l slope of linearized cost function [€/MW h]
fcrt relative fixed cost [€/MW/y]
MDTi minimum down time [h]
MUTi minimum up time [h]
OMi variable operation and maintenance cost [€/MW h]

Pmaxi maximum power output [MW]
Pmini minimum power output [MW]
Rj system reserve [MW]
SCi;p startup cost if offline for p hours [€]
Ti;l upper bound power limit of each segment [MW]
TP time period length, equal to 1 [h]
vcrt relative variable cost [€/MW h]

Variables
d(i, j, l) generated electric power in each segment [MW]
cap(t) installed capacity [MW]
fc fixed cost [€]
fu(i, j) fuel cost [€/h]
gðt; jÞ hourly generation [MW]
om(i, j) variable operation and maintenance cost [€/h]
sc(i, j) startup cost [€]
tc total cost [€]
uðiÞ investment status [–]
vc variable cost [€]
zði; jÞ commitment status [–]
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evaluating classic system planning approaches, which are also
often used as such in this context.

Several power system planning models have been developed
over time [4]. While some focus on the expansion of the transmis-
sion and/or distribution system [5,6], the scope of this work is on
expansion of the electricity generation system. The textbook exam-
ple of generation system planning optimization is the so-called
‘‘load duration based’’ or ‘‘screening curve’’ approach (see, e.g.,
Stoft [7]). Several specific features have been added to such plan-
ning models. Santos and Legey incorporate environmental costs
in an expansion planning model [8]. Delgado et al. use a planning
model in a stochastic setting to focus on the impact of nuclear
(they for instance consider different scenarios for fuel and allow-
ance prices) [9]. Unsihuay-Vila et al. consider both generation
and transmission expansion planning, in a load duration based
model setting with multiple objectives (i.e., cost, life-cycle emis-
sions and diversification) [10].

RES integration (e.g., wind) is often studied from an operational
viewpoint (see, e.g., [11,12]). However, also from a planning per-
spective, the flexibility requirement in modeling is being acknowl-
edged [13]. Recent developed models for system planning made
efforts to take explicitly into account the flexibility limitations of
thermal generators, focusing on wind power integration, preserv-
ing the chronological order of time segments (hourly or aggregat-
ed) [14,15]. Delarue et al. also added uncertainty on cost
parameters as risk in such framework [16]. Also in existing bot-
tom-up modeling frameworks, such as ReEDS [17] and TIMES
[18,19], the impact of RES are being studied. These models are
typically set-up as linear models, working on technology rather
than individual power plant basis, and considering a limited set
of so-called time-slices, to represent the variations in demand
and RES generation. Within such frameworks, efforts have recently
been made to expand the temporal resolution, to cover the full
8760 h [20]. Such improved representation can have significant
impact on the actual amount of RES generation achieved in a sys-
tem or on CO2 emissions [21,22]. Several approaches also have
used planning models as TIMES, soft-linked to an operational mod-
el to validate results in technical terms [23,24].
Other models start from an operational model and include the
investment decision as a variable, taking into account a limited
number of time periods [25]. A recent formulation/analysis, com-
bining full year representation and power plant resolution has
been presented by Palmintier [26,27]. A clustered UC formulation
is proposed, embedded in a planning model formulation.

Compared to the existing literature, this paper presents a novel
approach for system planning optimization. It takes a full year
horizon (with hourly time steps) into account and works on a pow-
er plant resolution (rather than on a technology basis), taking into
account technical operational constraints (with binary variables).
The developed modeling methodology can be solved in relatively
limited calculation time (<1 h). It can therefore easily be used for
broader system studies and sensitivity analyses. This model is then
used to quantify the impact of taking into account technical con-
straints of power plants, and as such, addresses the impact of inter-
mittent RES on electricity generation planning. This way, the
present research adds to the available literature, by the develop-
ment of the model and the quantitative insights stressing the rele-
vance of operational characteristics.

The structure of this paper is as follows. The next section presents
the problem formulation, first for the power system planning model
(on technology basis), second for an operational optimization (UC)
and third for an integrated approach. Section ‘Integrated system
planning model with operational constraints’ presents the newly
developed methodology. In Section ‘Model simulations’ the
simulation results of the case study are presented and discussed.
Section ‘Conclusion’ concludes this paper.
Problem formulation

Many models exist to optimize the electricity system. The mod-
els relevant in the context of this paper can be traditionally divided
in several groups (see discussion in previous section), i.e., the sys-
tem planning models, the operational scheduling models or a com-
bined approach. A problem formulation of each model type will be
elaborated below.
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System planning

The objective of this model type is to determine the optimal mix
of generation technologies able to meet a given load. The mix of
generation technologies has to be optimal in a cost effective way,
based on fixed and variable costs. The technology specific fixed
cost is an annualized cost [€/MW/y], covering investment as well
as fixed operation and maintenance costs. The technology specific
variable cost [€/MW h] encompasses fuel and variable operational
and maintenance costs.

A system planning model can be formulated as linear program
(LP) which uses only continuous variables. The solution of the
model is expressed as an amount of generation capacity for each
generation technology. The lack of discrete variables implies that
no discrete number of generation units can be calculated.
Furthermore no inter-hourly constraints are taken into account
(as there is no resolution on power plant level). The time horizon
of a system planning method is at least one year.

The objective of a basic system planning model is to minimize
the overall cost tc [€] (for a one year period). This cost is equal to
the sum of the fixed cost fc [€] and variable cost vc [€]:

Minimize tc ¼ fc þ vc ð1Þ

The fixed cost is the sum of the fixed costs of the different
installed technologies t (set TÞ, with fcr the relative fixed cost for
each technology [€/MW/y] and cap the installed capacity [MW]:

fc ¼
X

t

fcrt � capðtÞ ð2Þ

The variable cost is the sum of the variable cost over all tech-
nologies t and all time periods j (every hour of the year), with vcr
the relative variable cost [€/MW h], and g the hourly generation
[MW] (TP is the operational time period length, equal to 1 [h]):

vc ¼
X

t;j

vcrt � g t; jð Þ � TP ð3Þ

For every hour j, the total generation needs to meet the demand
D, while the hourly generation per technology is restricted by the
installed capacity:X

t

g t; jð Þ ¼ Dj; 8j 2 J ð4Þ
g t; jð Þ 6 capðtÞ; 8t 2 T; 8j 2 J ð5Þ

The optimization of this basic model corresponds to obtaining a
solution through the so-called screening curve methodology [14].

Short-term operational scheduling model

The objective of this model type is to determine the optimal
operational scheduling for a given set of generation units. The port-
folio of power plants is fixed and not part of the optimization.
Compared to the operational part of the system planning model,
this model works on power plant basis (compared to technology)
and has much greater technical detail.

The operational cost calculated by these models is composed of
the fuel cost and startup cost. A minimum amount of upward and
downward spinning reserve, a minimum up and down time for
each generation unit and a minimum generation output (if online)
for each unit is enforced.

A cost driven UC optimization problem is considered. This prob-
lem has been described widely in the literature. The description as
presented below is partly based on [28].

The objective to be minimized is the total generation cost vc,
which is equal to the sum of fuel costs fu, startup costs sc and
variable O&M cost om, over all power plants i and all time periods
j (in this case hourly time steps):

minimize vc ¼
X

i;j

fuði; jÞ � TP þ
X

i;j

scði; jÞ þ
X

i;j

omði; jÞ � TP ð6Þ

The fuel cost of a power plant is typically a quadratic function of
its output g and commitment status z (with a; b and c the cost coef-
ficients) [29]:

fu i; jð Þ ¼ ai � z i; jð Þ þ bi � g i; jð Þ þ ci � g i; jð Þ2; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð7Þ

This (convex) quadratic cost function can be linearized by a
number of stepwise linear segments (index lÞ. Let Pmax and
Pmin be the maximum and minimum power output (if online)
respectively, A the fuel cost at minimum output, Fl the slope of
the cost function of segment l, and Tl the upper bound power lim-
it of each segment (note that in this case for the last segment nl:
Tnl = Pmax). With d the actual power generation in each segment l,
the fuel cost and generation limits are set by the following
equations:

fuði; jÞ ¼ Ai � z i; jð Þ þ
X

l

Fi;l � d i; j; lð Þ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð8Þ

gði; jÞ ¼ Pmini � z i; jð Þ þ
X

l

d i; j; lð Þ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð9Þ

g i; jð Þ 6 Pmaxi � z i; jð Þ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð10Þ

d i; j; lð Þ 6 Ti;l � Ti;l�1; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; 8l ¼ 2 . . . nl ð11Þ

d i; j; lð Þ 6 Ti;l � Pmini; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; l ¼ 1 ð12Þ

d i; j; lð ÞP 0; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; 8l 2 L ð13Þ

Parameter Ai is the cost [€/h] at minimum output, and deter-
mined as

Ai ¼ ai þ bi � Pmini þ ci � Pmin2
i ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð14Þ

The commitment status z is a binary variable:

z i; jð Þ 2 0;1f g; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð15Þ

The startup cost is a function of the time p the plant has been off
line, previous to the startup. This is implemented as follows, with
parameter SCp presenting the startup cost if previously shut down
for p hours (set PÞ:

sc i; jð ÞP SCi;p � z i; jð Þ �
Xp

n¼1

zði; j� nÞ
" #

; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; 8p 2 P ð16Þ

sc i; jð ÞP 0; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð17Þ

The O&M cost is a linear function of the output, with OM the
variable O&M cost:

om i; jð Þ ¼ OMi � g i; jð Þ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð18Þ

During all time periods j, the sum of the power generated g of all
the power plants should be equal to the demand Dj:X

i

g i; jð Þ ¼ Dj; 8j 2 J ð19Þ

Furthermore, a certain amount of system reserves Rj need to be
present in the system, both up- and downwards:X

i

Pmaxi � z i; jð ÞP Dj þ Rj; 8j 2 J ð20Þ

X
i

Pmini � z i; jð Þ 6 Dj � Rj; 8j 2 J ð21Þ
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Fig. 1. Overview of the developed methodology.

Fig. 2. Cyclic linkage of three representative periods.
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Finally, the minimum up and down times (MUT and MDT,
respectively) are imposed as follows:

z i; jð Þ � z i; j� 1ð Þ � z i; jþ nð Þ 6 0;
8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; 8n ¼ 1 . . . MUTi � 1 ð22Þ

z i; j� 1ð Þ � z i; jð Þ þ z i; jþ nð Þ 6 1;
8i 2 I; 8j 2 J; 8n ¼ 1 . . . MDTi � 1 ð23Þ

The operational optimization problem consists of the objective
(6) and the constraints (8)–(23).

Integrated model

The above discussed models can now be combined, to include
investment decisions (system planning) on the one hand, as well
as a resolution on generation unit level and high technical detail,
on the other hand. Towards this end, the system planning model
is adjusted to run on power plant level (discrete generation units
– index iÞ instead of technology level (index tÞ. An additional bina-
ry variable u is introduced to represent the investment decision in
certain unit i. The initial set I of power plants should be sufficiently
expanded, to include enough (possible) units of each technology, to
make an actual optimization possible, also in planning.

fc ¼
X

i

fcri � Pmaxi � uðiÞ ð24Þ

The following constraints further need to be set on u:

uðiÞP z i; jð Þ; 8i 2 I; 8j 2 J ð25Þ

u ið Þ 2 0;1f g; 8i 2 I ð26Þ

The variable cost of the system planning model (Eq. (3)) is
replaced by the more detailed variable cost of the operational mod-
el, as defined in Eq. (6). Hence, the integrated model has objective
function Eq. (1), and constraints (6), (8)–(26).

Such integrated model could in theory determine the optimal
set of generation units [30]. However, since the computational
requirements increase exponentially with the time horizon, it is
extremely difficult to solve the optimization problem for an entire
year due to computational limitations. A typical solution for this
problem is provided in Section ‘System planning models’.

Integrated system planning model with operational constraints

In this section, a new modeling approach is described, allowing
to optimize the integrated system planning model (as described in
Section ‘Integrated model’), incorporating technical constraints
with an hourly and power plant level resolution, in an acceptable
computation time.

Overall methodology

The overall model consists of different sub-models. First an ini-
tial set of power plants is determined. Second, this initial set is
used in combination with an operational model to first validate
the solution in operational terms, and second to iteratively adjust
the portfolio of power plants to move towards an optimal solution
(perturbation algorithm together with operational UC model). An
overview of this methodology is presented in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, different system planning models are used to
determine the initial set of power plants. The performance of each
system planning model is discussed together with the simulation
results in Section ‘Model simulations’.

The different sub-models (system planning models, perturba-
tion algorithm and operational UC model) are now discussed.
System planning models

In a first stage two different system planning approaches are
developed and used, to obtain a power plant portfolio on gen-
eration unit level. This solution will then be validated in opera-
tional terms and can be assessed as such. Furthermore, this
solution will also serve as a starting solution for further iterative
improvement by the perturbation algorithm.
Screening curve model
The first model is based on a basic screening curve model as

presented before in Section ‘System planning’ (solved by linear
programming). The demand considered in the model formulation
is the original demand increased with the required reserves. The
temporal resolution is one hour, and the horizon of this model is
one year. The initial output of this screening curve model is a con-
tinuous amount of generation capacity. In order to use this result, it
is converted to a discrete number of generation units. This is done
by rounding-up the installed capacity per generation technology to
the nearest multiple of the capacity of a single unit.
MILP system planning model
A second system planning model is an MILP model with the

investment decision as an extra variable. This model is essentially
a direct implementation of the integrated model as described ear-
lier (objective Eq. (1), and constraints (6), (8)–(26)), as MILP.

As this problem formulation is too complex to solve for a
time horizon of an entire year, a typical approach is to use a set
of representative days/weeks (see, e.g., [25]). These different
representative periods (days up to weeks) can each be modeled
in a cyclic way, and thus are decoupled in operational terms. The
investment variables, however, are set over all representative
periods as a whole. In the model simulations, a set of three repre-
sentative days will be used. A methodological illustration is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.

It is important to capture the fluctuations in demand during the
year. Hence, the three time periods are selected as the day that
contains the minimum demand level of the year, the day that con-
tains the maximum demand level and the day that contains the
largest demand spread in 24 h. The importance of each time period
is weighted in such way that the weighted sum of the hourly
demand of the three selected days equals the overall original
demand of the entire year.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the first part of the perturbation algorithm.

Table 1
Characteristics of the residual demand and wind profile of each scenario.

Wind scenario A B C D E

Wind cap [MW] 0 1083 2167 3250 4334
Wind energy [%] 0 6.5 13 19.5 26

Min load [MW] 3786 3150 2254 1206 150
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Operational UC model

The operational model formulation corresponds to Eqs. (6) and
(8)–(23), as presented earlier. The model used in the overall algo-
rithm is based on an enhanced priority list approach, as developed
by Delarue et al. [31]. As demonstrated by these authors, this UC
model is well suited to solve relatively large instances (one year
period, hourly time steps) with good accuracy in short computa-
tion times. Furthermore, this model is well suited to deal with
low residual demand problems (which is a relevant feature in
the present framework, i.e., low residual demand because of RES
penetration).1 First, this model is used to validate the original sets
in terms of operational feasibility. Second, this model is used in com-
bination with the perturbation algorithm (see Section ‘Perturbation
algorithm’) to iteratively improve the solution.

Perturbation algorithm

The original generator sets determined by the two system plan-
ning models can be perturbed (i.e., search in the immediate vicinity
of these initial estimated sets) to find a more optimal set. The
perturbation algorithm is composed of two parts. Both parts
require the use of the operational UC model (discussed in
Section ‘Operational UC model’), to validate a certain (intermedi-
ate) solution.

The first part of the perturbation algorithm aims to subtract
units from the estimated set. In every iteration, a single unit is sub-
tracted. To determine which unit is subtracted, the algorithm sub-
sequently removes temporarily a unit of each generation type and
calculates the total cost of the reduced sets. This total cost consists
of the fixed costs (related to the set of power plants) and the vari-
able cost determined by running the operational UC model. The
generation type that leads to the largest cost reduction when sub-
tracted, is permanently removed from the set of generation units. A
schematic overview is shown in Fig. 3.

The first part of the algorithm is completed when no further
cost reduction can be achieved by removing a generation unit.
The second part of the algorithm is analogous to the first part.
This time a unit is added in each iteration.

Note that when a unit is subtracted during an iteration, it is
often not possible to serve the demand with the remaining gen-
erator set. Therefore, other units are simultaneously added when
one unit is subtracted. The units that are added have a combined
capacity which is less than the capacity of the subtracted unit.
An analogous remark can be made for the second part of the algo-
rithm, i.e., when adding a unit, it is usually possible to turn off a
more expensive unit for the entire time horizon. In this case the
adding of one unit will lead to the simultaneous removal of anoth-
er unit.

Model simulations

The developed model is applied to a methodological case study,
optimizing the planning of an electricity generation system, under
different wind deployment scenarios. The next subsection
describes the input data, while the following subsection presents
an overview of the model outcome. A third subsection discusses
the performance of the different system planning models com-
pared to the overall algorithm. Finally, the fourth subsection focus-
es on the evolution of the system with increasing amounts of wind
generation.
1 Alternatively, an operational MILP model could be used, solving the year in
sequential blocks (as solving one year as whole is too difficult in computational
terms). However, the enhanced priority list method is preferred, mainly because of its
computational efficiency.
Data description

The demand profile is based on load-data from the Belgian
transmission system operator Elia [32] for the year 2011. The mag-
nitude is scaled and the resolution of the load-data is modified to
obtain a demand profile with load values at hourly intervals and
a maximum load of approximately 8 GW. The time horizon of the
demand profile is one year. The reserve requirement is set at 5%
of the demand, in both upward and downward direction.

The selected profile of electricity generated from wind energy is
based on Belgian generation data from 2011. The generation data is
obtained from Elia [33]. Analogously to the demand profile, the
resolution of the generation profile is converted from quarter val-
ues to hourly values. The magnitude of the generation profile is
varied linearly to create five different scenarios. The amount of
wind capacity installed in each scenario ranges from minimum
0 MW (wind scenario A) to maximum 4334 MW (wind scenario
E). This maximum amount of installed wind results in a residual
demand with a minimum of 150 MW and 26% of the electricity
demand being covered by wind.

Table 1 displays a number of characteristics for every scenario,
from wind scenario A to E. The amount of installed wind capacity
in each scenario is presented. The residual demand for each scenar-
io is characterized by the minimum, maximum and average load.
At last two key figures are displayed to quantify the volatility of
the demand in each scenario. The first number is the maximum
spread (i.e., the maximum demand minus the minimum demand)
that occurs in a 24 h time period. A second number given is the
average diurnal spread relative to the annual peak demand,
referred to as the average diurnal spread.

A set of five different generation technologies is selected to rep-
resent potential generating units. The economical characteristics of
each generation technology are based on data obtained from the
Max load [MW] 7881 7879 7877 7874 7872
Avg load [MW] 5712 5339 4965 4592 4219

Max 24 h spread [MW] 2713 2991 3733 4535 5339
Average diurnal spread [%] 20.98 22.00 24.47 27.93 31.97



Table 2
Reference set of generation technology: technical data.

Technology Pmin [MW] Pmax [MW] MUT [h] MDT [h] tcold [h] LT [y]

Oil 10 50 1 1 0 30
Peak gas 30 150 1 2 1 30
CCGT 147 420 2 4 2 30
Coal 300 750 5 8 4 30
Nuclear 600 1000 8 24 8 40

Table 3
Reference set of generation technology: cost data.

Technology INV
[€/kW]

a
[€/h]

b
[€/MW/h]

c
[€/MW2/h]

hc
[€]

cc
[€]

OM
[€/MW h]

Oil 461 450 104 0.034 30 60 18
Peak gas 720 950 65.48 0.0043 1898 3796 5.38
CCGT 1069 1320 49.65 0.001 3765 7530 4.06
Coal 2539 2100 22.8 0.0002 5632 11,264 8.73
Nuclear 5383 3500 12.33 0.0001 7500 15,000 7.2
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IEA/NEA Projected Costs of Generating Electricity study (2010 edi-
tion) [34]. The technical characteristics are based on data obtained
from Kazarlis et al. [35] and Grigg et al. [36]. Note that these char-
acteristics are purely methodological and intended to represent
different types of generation technology (i.e., base, mid and peak
load) and thus, are to be regarded as such.

The technical data is shown Table 2. tcold represents the
amount of hours after the minimum downtime from when it is
assumed that the unit will make a cold start. A last characteristic
given is LT, the assumed lifetime of each generator type.

Table 3 displays all cost-related characteristics. The investment
cost is denoted by INV, and needs to be converted to an annual cost
fcr by using the lifetime LT. A two-step startup cost function is con-
sidered for SCi;p, with hc and cc representing the hot and cold star-
tup cost, respectively (set PÞ.
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Simulation results

The main model is simulated for each scenario. Each simulation
comprises solving for the initial set by the two system planning
models, together with a perturbation of these estimations. The
operational cost is determined with the operational UC model.
All optimizations with the MILP system planning model are run
using an optimality gap of 1%. The model is solved on an Intel
E8400 Duo core at 3 GHz, with 4 GB RAM memory.

The simulation results for each scenario are displayed in
Table 4. The set of generation units calculated by each system
planning model is displayed together with the optimal set deter-
mined after perturbation. An investment cost and the operational
cost of serving the residual demand is calculated for each set. The
sum of investment and operational cost is shown as the total
cost. The relative gap denotes the difference between the total
cost of each original generator set before perturbation and the
total cost of the optimal set as a percentage of the total cost of
the optimal set. A last result given is the number of iterations
needed by the perturbation algorithm to reach the optimal solu-
tion. In some cases the perturbation of an estimated set con-
verges to a non-optimal set. This is indicated by ‘NOC’ (Non-
Optimal Convergence).

These results are now discussed, first in terms of modeling per-
formance, and second focusing on the outcome, regarding the
impact of increasing intermittent RES on the rest of the system.



Table 5
Indication of the difference in volatility between the entire demand profile and the
representative days.

Scenario A B C D E

Entire demand profile [%] 20.98 22.00 24.47 27.93 31.97
Three days [%] 22.31 25.95 31.02 41.37 47.04
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Performance of the different planning models

The results presented in Table 4 are now further analyzed. A
first question is whether the set of power plants obtained with a
basic system planning model (that does not take into account
detailed technical constraints (screening curve) or only considers
a limited time frame (MILP)), is actually feasible to serve the load
over the entire year, with technical constraints taken into account
(solved with the operational model). As it turns out, the initial sets
are feasible in operational terms in all simulations (both models,
all wind scenarios). When comparing the initial sets of both mod-
els, it can be seen that the amount of generation capacity deter-
mined by the screening curve model (SC) is larger than the
amount of capacity determined by the MILP model. This is
explained by the fact that the screening curve model rounds up
the optimal amount of generation capacity to convert the amount
of capacity to an amount of discrete generation units. A small
amount of capacity needed can thereby lead to the installation of
an entire generation unit.2 Despite the higher installed capacity,
the total cost of the screening curve model is in every wind scenario
lower than the MILP model.

When using the initial sets of the two planning models in the
perturbation algorithm, in every wind scenario the final solution
obtained with the screening curve outperforms the solution
obtained when starting from the MILP model. This best solution
is denoted ‘‘optimal’’ and each time presented as third solution.
The final solution obtained from the MILP after perturbation is
0.36%, 1.3%, 0.53%, 1.15% and 5.39% higher than the best solution
(obtained from starting perturbation from the SC set), for wind sce-
nario A, B, C, D and E, respectively. There is further a trend of an
increasing difference between the overall cost of the initially esti-
mated sets and that of the optimal set, as wind power increases.

A note needs to be made on the perturbation of the initial set of
the screening curve model in wind scenario E. Perturbing this esti-
mated set leads not to convergence. During an iteration of the per-
turbation process, a set was obtained, for which it was not possible
to determine a feasible commitment schedule. This is indicated as
‘NC’ (No Convergence) in Table 4. Hence, the initial set was modi-
fied in a heuristic manner, removing one CCGT unit and adding
peak oil fired units instead. With this solution as start value for
the perturbation algorithm, the optimal set was obtained.
Perturbing the estimated set determined by the MILP system plan-
ning model did converge but again to a non-optimal set.

It can be concluded that using the developed methodology with
the screening curve method to determine the initial set, is the pre-
ferred way to set up and use the model. Overall computation times
in this set up stay below 1 h for each scenario. The numerical
results show that the screening curve model provides a better esti-
mation of the optimal generator set compared to the MILP system
planning model. The screening curve model provides a quick esti-
mation of the optimal set, but perturbation is always needed. The
results obtained from the MILP system planning model are always
far from the optimal generator set. Perturbation of these results
thereby does not lead to the optimal set of generators. In addition
the set estimated by the MILP model differs strongly for each sce-
nario. This is explained by the fact that the MILP model makes its
investment decision on a very limited amount of data.

As outlined in Section ‘System planning models’, the MILP sys-
tem planning model works with the days containing the maximum
2 Another way to convert the continuous amount of generation capacity to a
discrete number of units is to round one type of generation capacity to the nearest
number of discrete units and add the difference in generation capacity obtained to the
generation capacity of another type of technology. This method is examined, but the
resulting generator set is generally not able to serve the demand. This method is
therefore not further pursued.
and minimum demand and a day with the largest demand spread.
The relative importance of each representative day is incorporated
through different weights in the objective function. This way, the
minimum, maximum and average demand are equal for the whole
demand and the representative profile (3 days). However, these
numbers cannot characterize the entire demand profile. As an
example, the relative average diurnal spread is computed for both
the entire demand profile and the three representative days. This is
an indication for the volatility of the demand. A number for each
scenario is shown in Table 5. It is clear that the amount of volatility
differs significantly. As other relevant characterizing parameters
could be identified as well, it is not possible to capture all of these
in the right proportion. Especially the variable profile of wind is
difficult to capture in representative days, even more when com-
bined with the fluctuating demand.3 Hence, this indicates the
necessity to consider both demand and RES on a time frame suffi-
ciently large. In this case, using 3 days clearly is insufficient to
achieve an adequate representation.
Evolution of the optimal generator set as a function of wind power
deployment

The influence of the amount of wind capacity on the estimated
(screening curve and MILP) and optimal sets (after perturbation) of
generation units is shown by Fig. 4. The figure displays the amount
of installed capacity per generation type, per system planning
model and per scenario.

Fig. 5 provides a more detailed illustration of the optimal gen-
erator set as a function of the wind capacity. It is clear that when
more wind capacity is installed, the amount of base-load capacity
reduces while the amount of mid-load and peak-load generation
units increases. The total amount of installed capacity (excluding
wind) remains approximately equal for all scenarios.

The replacement of base-load capacity by mid- and peak-load
capacity in scenarios with more wind, is explained by two different
effects. The first effect is an economic effect. An increase of
installed wind capacity causes the total residual demand to
decrease. In turn, this leads to a decrease of the total output of each
generation unit. The decrease of generation output is unfavorable
for base-load generation units as they are only economically
preferable when their generation output is high.

The second effect is an operational effect. An increasing amount
of installed wind capacity causes an increasing volatility of the
residual demand. An increasing amount of flexible generation
capacity is required to serve a demand with increasing volatility.
This is again unfavorable for the base-load generation units, since
their operational flexibility is more limited than the flexibility of
a peak-load plant.

A comparison between two sets of generation capacity is made
to examine the importance of both effects. The first set is deter-
mined with the screening curve model without rounding the
obtained solution to a discrete set of generation units. This implies
that only the economic effect (reducing the demand) influences the
amount of installed capacity in the first set. The second set is the
3 The original load as such could be characterized more easily, as it has typical
diurnal, weekly and seasonal patterns.
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Fig. 4. Installed capacity obtained as estimated set (screening curve SC and MILP)
and after perturbation (optimal) for each scenario.
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Fig. 5. Installed capacity in optimal generator set for each scenario.
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Fig. 6. Installed capacity of un-rounded screening curve (SC) model, and optimal
set, for each scenario.
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optimal set of generators, as determined by the developed method-
ology, incorporating operational constraints. In this case, both the
economical and operational effect influence the amount of
installed capacity as a function of the installed wind capacity.
The installed generation capacity in each set as a function of the
wind capacity is shown in Fig. 6.

For most scenarios, the amount of base load (nuclear) capacity
replaced in the optimal set is approximately double the amount
of replaced capacity in the screening curve set. This leads to the
conclusion that both the economic and operational effect are
important when determining the optimal set of generation units
as a function of the installed wind capacity: (1) the deployment
of RES reduces the residual load and hence creates a shift from base
to mid and peak load and (2) this RES deployment also increases
the volatility of the residual load, so this shift from base to peak
load becomes even stronger.
Conclusion

This paper presents a new comprehensive method for optimal
electricity generation system planning, specifically accounting for
flexibility required at high penetration levels of renewables.
Compared to existing planning models and methods available in
the literature, the model developed in this paper combines ele-
ments from planning models and technical detailed operational
models. The model works on power plant level, and is able to
include power plant technical restrictions. This way, power plant
flexibility required to deal with RES intermittency can be
adequately accounted for. The model can be solved with computa-
tion times <1 h.

A first conclusion relates to the use of the screening curve mod-
el and the MILP system planning model as such. As they both pro-
vide solutions that are feasible also in operational terms, for cases
with or without RES, in theory they can both be used for system
planning. The screening curve methodology provides a good esti-
mation of the optimal set and does so in the least amount of com-
putation time. In addition, the perturbation generally converges to
the optimal set. Only in the case of the highest wind scenario con-
sidered, it occurs that the UC scheduling model employed by the
perturbation algorithm could not determine a feasible UC schedule
within reasonable calculation time. The MILP system planning
model provides in general a worse initial estimation. This model
also takes by far the most time to determine an estimated set.
The composition of each estimated set changes heavily for each
scenario. This is because the model bases its investment decision
on a small part of the demand profile. A perturbation of the esti-
mated set converges in general to a non-optimal set.

As is clear from the perturbation algorithm, taking into account
operational constraints through an actual operational UC model
affects the optimal solution. Hence, the basic system planning
models can be used as such (providing feasible solutions), but need
further adaptation to improve their performance (in achieving bet-
ter solutions). Using the screening curve method to determine the
initial set, in combination with the perturbation algorithm and
operational UC model finally make up the preferred methodology
(i.e., providing the best solutions in computation times remaining
below 1 h).

The second conclusion relates to the evolution of the optimal
set in function of the amount of installed wind capacity. It is
observed that the total amount of installed capacity (excluding
wind) is approximately equal for all scenarios. When more wind
capacity is installed, a part of the base-load generation units is
replaced by mid-load and peak-load generation units. This is
explained by two effects. The first effect is the economic effect.
An increase of installed wind capacity causes the total residual
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demand to decrease. A decrease in total residual demand leads to a
decrease of the average generation output per generation unit. The
decrease of generation output is unfavorable for base-load gen-
eration units as they are only economically preferable when their
generation output is high. The second effect is the operational
effect. An increasing amount of installed wind capacity causes an
increase in the volatility of the residual demand. This leads to an
increasing need for flexible generation units. This is again unfavor-
able for the base-load generation units, since their operation flex-
ibility is limited compared to the flexibility of a peak-load
generation unit. An examination of the simulation results lead to
the conclusion that both effects have a significant impact on the
composition of the optimal generator set.
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